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This article is the second in a series discussing the CFPB’s recently-issued Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, which would cover 
Payday, Vehicle Title, and Certain High-Cost Installment Loans (the “Rule”). This article will discuss the Rule’s ability-to-repay 
(“ATR”) standard for covered loans. 

Recall that a covered loan is any short-term loan with a term of 45 days or less; and any “longer-term” loan with a term of more than 
45 days, where the total cost of credit exceeds 36% per year and the lender obtains either: (1) a security interest in the consumer’s 
vehicle, or (2) a “leveraged payment mechanism.” See our earlier article for a brief description of “leveraged payment mechanisms,” 
which we will revisit in more detail in a forthcoming article. 

The ATR standard is largely the same for short and longer-term loans. So unless specifically noted, this discussion of ATR will not 
distinguish between them. In short, the Rule provides that a lender must not make a covered loan or increase the credit available 
under a covered loan, unless the lender first makes a reasonable determination that the consumer will have the ability to repay the 
loan according to its terms. This means lenders must perform consumer cash flow analyses — with a few moving parts. 

Three Basic Steps to a Consumer Cash Flow Analysis
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Calculate Consumer’s Residual Income. 

 The Consumer’s Net Income – Consumer’s Major Financial Obligations = Residual Income

 Example: If Consumer’s Net Income is $1000, and Consumer’s Major Financial Obligations is $500, then

 $1000 – $500 = $500 (Residual Income)

Determine whether Residual Income is greater than the sum of 
Covered Loan Payments plus Basic Living Expenses.

Residual Income ≥ Covered Loan Payments + Basic Living Expenses

Example: If Covered Loan Payments are $120, and Basic Living Expenses are $200, then
 

Residual Income of $500 is ≥ $320 ($200 Covered Loan Payments + $120 Basic Living Expenses)

Ensure the consumer’s current and previous borrowing 
history has not created a presumption of unaffordability.

1 
2 

3

http://www.mcglinchey.com/Are-you-covered-CFPBs-Proposed-Rule-Would-Severely-Limit-High-Cost-Small-Dollar-Loans-06-03-2016/
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Obtaining Evidence of ATR
Before conducting any analysis, ATR or otherwise, some basic facts — or, “evidence” — are required. The Rule would require lenders 
to obtain evidence that includes: (1) a consumer’s statement of the amounts and timing of net income and major financial obligations, 
and (2) extrinsic “verification evidence” supporting the consumer’s statement. 

1 Consumer Statement
A consumer’s written statement of the amount and timing of net income and major financial obligations could be 
obtained by means of a paper application or an electronic record. Lenders could revise their current credit applications 
to gather this information. Alternatively, the statement could also be an oral consumer statement that the lender 
records and retains, or memorializes in writing and retains. In either case, the Rule anticipates that a lender would 
obtain and verify substantially more information to underwrite a covered loan than traditionally has been the case. 

2 Verification Evidence
The verification evidence requirements applicable to net income and major financial obligations are outlined and 
defined in the chart below. We will discuss basic living expenses afterward. 

Evidence of Net Income and Major Financial Obligations

Net Income
Major Financial Obligations

Debt Obligations Child Support  
Obligations Housing Expenses

Definitions Net Income is the total 
amount that a consumer 
receives after taxes, other 
obligations, and voluntary 
contributions, but before 
deductions of any amounts 
for payments under a 
prospective covered short-
term loan or for any major 
financial obligation.

Debt Obligations include 
minimum payments and any 
delinquent amounts due 
under card, student, car, 
or other loan payments, 
including outstanding covered 
loans.

Child Support Obligations 
include either court- or 
government agency-ordered 
child support obligations, but 
it does not include alimony.

Housing Expenses include 
the total periodic amount the 
consumer is responsible for 
paying to a landlord or to a 
creditor for a mortgage. Note 
that taxes and insurance 
related to housing are not 
included unless they are paid 
to the creditor as part of the 
periodic amount owed on a 
mortgage.

Verification 
Evidence 
Required

A reliable record (or records) 
of an income payment (or 
payments) covering sufficient 
history to support the lender’s 
projection of the consumer’s 
income during the loan term. 

Lenders have some flexibility 
to draw inferences based on 
the verification evidence. If a 
work schedule, for example, 
varies from week to week, 
but consistently, that can 
be reasonably taken into 
account.

A national consumer report, 
the records of the lender and 
its affiliates, and a consumer 
report obtained from an 
information system. 

An information system is an 
entity registered with the 
CFPB that would provide 
lenders with a reasonably 
comprehensive record of 
a consumer’s recent and 
current borrowing.

A national consumer report. A reliable transaction record 
(or records) of recent housing 
expense payments or a lease; 

or

An amount determined 
under a reliable method of 
estimating a consumer’s 
housing expense based on 
the housing expenses of 
consumers with households 
in the locality of the 
consumer.
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A lender could project a Net Income amount that is higher, or a payment amount under a major financial obligation that is lower, than 
an amount that would otherwise be supported only when the lender obtains a written statement from the consumer’s employer, or 
the recipient of the consumer’s major financial obligation, of the amount and timing of the new or changed net income or payment. 

Additionally, a lender would be required to account for other information that is known by the lender, even if it is not required by the 
Rule. For example, if the lender learned that a particular consumer had an unusual expense significantly above the amount used to 
estimate basic living expenses, the lender would not be able to simply ignore that fact.

Defining Basic Living Expenses
Unlike major financial obligations, lenders would not be required to obtain evidence documenting a consumer’s basic living expenses. 
Basic living expenses are expenditures, other than payments for major financial obligations, that a consumer makes for goods and 
services necessary to maintain the consumer’s health, welfare, and ability to produce income, and the health and welfare of members 
of the consumer’s household who are financially dependent on the consumer. 

Essentially, this would include everything other than child support, housing, and loan payments. The Rule specifically includes 
food, utilities, transportation, and child care as examples. However, basic living expenses could also include clothing, medicine, 
entertainment, and so on — anything a typical consumer would typically buy.
 
Lenders could identify basic living expenses by asking consumers to list their basic living expenses on the application. Alternatively, 
the Rule would allow lenders to develop a methodology to calculate the appropriate figure. The guiding principle is that this calculation 
must not be so low that it is unreasonable for consumers to pay for the types and level of basic living expenses. 

Guidelines for Crafting Policies and Procedures
The Rule would require lenders to create and follow written policies and procedures that are reasonably designed to ensure compliance 
with the ATR calculations and verifications described above. Among other things, the policies and procedures should specify a lender’s 
business model and practices, including the particular methods it uses to obtain consumer statements and verification evidence; how 
lenders project consumer net income and payments for major financial obligations; and the underwriting conclusions that the lender 
makes based on information it obtains. The CFPB envisions that lenders would be able to automate application of those policies and 
procedures for most consumers. 

Determining Residual Income and ATR 
A lender would not be required to perform an ATR determination if it declined to extend credit for other reasons — fraud, for example. 
Otherwise, a lender must reasonably assess ATR prior to making a covered loan, increasing a covered loan’s available credit, or 
allowing a consumer to obtain an advance under a line of credit 180 days after the previous ATR determination.

As noted above, a reasonable ATR would be based on projections of the consumer’s net income, major financial obligations, and basic 
living expenses. It would map the timing of cash inflows and outflows so that a lender could reasonably conclude two things: 

1 That the consumer would have sufficient residual income. 

2 That the consumer would have the capacity to make payments required for major financial obligations as they fall due, 
to make any remaining payments under the loan, and to meet basic living expenses for 30 days after having made the 
highest payment (a final balloon payment, for example) under the loan on its due date. 
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Residual income is sufficient when a consumer is able to both: 

1 Make all covered loan payments, including all principal, interest, charges, and fees, assuming:

• For a line of credit, immediate full utilization of a line followed by minimum payments.
• For a longer-term (line of credit) loan without a fixed termination date, full payment is made 180 days later.

AND

2 Meet basic living expenses during the term of the loan 

• For short-term loans, this means during the shorter of the term of the loan or the period ending 45 days 
after consummation of the loan.

• For longer-term loans, lenders must reasonably determine, for the month with the highest sum of payments 
under the loan, the consumer’s residual income will be sufficient for the consumer to make the payments 
and to meet basic living expenses during that month, provided that the lender’s determination does not 
rely on a projected increase in the consumer’s residual income during the term of the loan. 

Conceptually, the CFPB’s vision is straightforward. If a consumer has less money coming in than going out, the consumer does not 
have an ability to repay the loan. If a consumer gets a paycheck, pays the mortgage, pays a credit card bill, and then repays a covered 
loan, will the consumer still be able to eat and get to work? And next month, too? If so, the consumer has the ability to repay. The 
practical difficulty is building into the analysis all required assumptions and ensuring the timing and amounts of income and payments 
are accurate. The philosophical difficulty is substituting a formula for an individual’s judgment about what is right for his or her 
circumstances. 

Unreasonable Methods for Determining ATR
 
The Rule would deem certain methods of determining ATR unreasonable and therefore noncompliant:

• It is not reasonable to assume a consumer will obtain additional credit.
• It is not reasonable to assume a consumer will accumulate savings while the covered loan remains outstanding. 

Determining a Loan's Presumption of Unaffordability 

A consumer is presumed not to be able to repay a loan in certain circumstances where the consumer already has, or recently had, a 
covered loan, even if an otherwise reasonable analysis determines that the consumer would be able to do so. The presumption could 
be overcome, however, if, based on reliable evidence, the consumer would have sufficient improvement in financial capacity such that 
the consumer will have the ability to repay the new loan according to its terms despite the characteristics of the prior loan. 
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A Short-Term Loan is Presumed to be Unaffordable When Any of the Following Apply: 

A The consumer has a short-term loan outstanding or had one within the prior 30 days. 

However, this presumption does not apply if: 

1. The consumer paid in full the prior covered short-term loan and the consumer would not owe, in connection 
with the new loan, more than 50% of the amount that the consumer paid on the old loan; or 

2. The consumer is seeking to roll over the remaining balance on a covered short-term loan and would not owe 
more on the new loan than the consumer paid on the old loan that is being rolled over, and the new loan 
would be repayable over a period that is at least as long as the old loan term. 

The consumer can obtain three such loans that meet these exceptions in a sequence, but a fourth loan in a sequence is 
impermissible. 

B The consumer has any loan outstanding that was made or serviced by the lender (including an affiliate) and the 
consumer is delinquent 7 out of the last 30 days, or the consumer has expressed difficulty making payments within 30 
days, or the new loan would effectively allow the consumer to skip a payment on the old loan, or the new loan would not 
provide substantially more funds than currently due within 30 days of the old loan. 

C The consumer has a longer-term balloon payment loan outstanding or had one within 30 days. 

A Longer-Term Loan is Presumed to be Unaffordable When Any of the Following Apply: 

A The consumer has a short-term or longer-term loan outstanding or had one within the prior 30 days. 

This presumption does not apply if every payment on the new loan would be substantially smaller than the largest 
payment on the old loan. However, a lender (including its affiliate) may not make a longer-term loan to its existing (or 
within 30 days) short-term loan customer. 

B The consumer has any loan outstanding that was made or serviced by the lender (including an affiliate) and the 
consumer is delinquent 7 out of the last 30 days; or the consumer has expressed difficulty making payments within 30 
days; or the new loan would effectively allow the consumer to skip a payment on the old loan; or the new loan would not 
provide substantially more funds than currently due within 30 days of the old loan. 

This provision would not apply if: 

1. Every payment on the new longer-term loan would be substantially smaller than the largest payment on the old 
loan, or 

2. The new longer-term loan would result in a substantial reduction in the cost of credit relative to the old loan [note: 
“substantial” has not yet been defined]. 
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Potential Opportunities and Traps for Lenders

OPPORTUNITIES   
Lenders may wish to make covered loans that take advantage of certain exemptions to the ATR analysis requirement. 
We will discuss those options in future articles.

Lenders also may wish to obtain and rely on statistical data obtained from government or private sources to model 
basic living and housing expenses. These sources, as well as underwriting software, would help to drive automation 
of the ATR determination. Of course, vendors will develop that software only if they anticipate the existence of a 
sufficient market of potential buyers, which is problematic given the CFPB’s prediction that the Rule will reduce the 
number of lenders in this space. 

TRAPS 

  Basic Living Expenses
The Rule allows for discretion in several critical places. Lenders would be expected to use their judgment, and have 
significant flexibility, in calculating the amount of a consumer’s basic living expenses. If those expenses are, in 
fact, estimated, and not determined by asking each consumer about his or her expenditures, the estimate must be 
reasonable and accurate. Otherwise, the residual income calculation, and thus the ATR determination, would not 
be accurate. Additionally, the policies and procedures that guide the determination need to be carefully followed 
— because missing an expense, like daycare, could swallow any residual income that appeared to be sufficient. 

  Major Financial Obligations
Additionally, the housing expense could be verified by a transaction record. It also could be verified by “an amount 
determined under a reliable method of estimating a consumer’s housing expense based on the housing expenses 
of consumers with households in the locality of the consumer.” If the amount is inaccurately estimated, the error 
could affect the residual income calculation. If that were to happen, lenders could approve consumers who were 
unable to meet the Rule’s ATR standard. 

  Net Income
Finally, when calculating a longer-term loan consumer’s ATR, a lender is required to take into account the possibility 
of volatility in net income and basic living expenses. A lender may account for this either by building a reasonable 
cushion into the residual income determination, or by determining that a particular consumer is unlikely to experience 
such volatility. A cushion appears to be the conservative choice — although the appropriate size of the cushion was 
not specified. For example, lenders may find using income sources like tips, bonuses, and anticipated tax refunds 
particularly volatile, and thus it may be unreasonable to base an ATR determination on them, at least without an 
appropriate cushion. If lenders opt to determine that volatility will not exist, their policies and procedures should 
accurately describe when it is reasonable to make that assumption, and those policies and procedures should be 
followed carefully. 

Anticipated CFPB Compliance and Enforcement 
This Rule is unlike previous ATR requirements promulgated by the CFPB. Under the Rule, it would be per se unfair and abusive to make 
a covered loan that is inconsistent with the Rule’s ATR provisions. After the effective date, which we estimate will be sometime in 
late 2018, plus a reasonable time for lenders to make a few loans subject to the Rule, the CFPB is likely to begin examining lenders 
for compliance. 
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Accordingly, we expect the CFPB to significantly revise and reissue its current short-term, small-dollar examination procedures in 
advance of the Rule’s effective date. Once examinations begin, examiners will have an easy time determining compliance with many 
of the Rule’s elements. They will review lenders’ records, which must be maintained for 36 months, to identify whether the lender has 
evaluated each consumer’s net income, basic living expenses, major financial obligations, residual income, and total loan payments. 
They will identify whether lenders obtained a consumer’s written statement and appropriate verification evidence. 

It is also fairly easy to determine whether lenders have followed their own policies and procedures — and whether a written policy and 
procedure exists (and of course, when it was adopted). The examiners are also likely to evaluate a lender’s compliance management 
system to determine whether it is capable of preventing, identifying, and remediating violations of this Rule and potential harm to 
consumers. Presumably, CFPB enforcement attorneys will also have an interest in lenders’ compliance with the Rule. Consequences 
for regulatory violations may be serious, especially given the attention this area will receive.

Finally, the CFPB most likely will conduct a file review to evaluate whether lenders have reasonably determined if consumers had the 
ability to repay covered loans. Because the calculation may be based, at least in part, on estimated or derived figures, this is not a 
straightforward evaluation. Consequently, if a lender’s rates of delinquency, default, or reborrowing are significantly higher than those 
of similar lenders, the CFPB could view that fact as evidence that the lender may be systematically underestimating amounts that 
consumers generally need for basic living expenses, or is in some other way overestimating consumers’ ability to repay. It is also likely 
that comparative data regarding those rates will be used to prioritize lenders for examination. 

We anticipate that a lender may have reasonable procedures that it follows, but whose customers nevertheless default at higher rates. 
That result is unfortunate — unless the variance can be explained based on borrower, loan program, or business model characteristics 
that are unrelated to ATR. The concept is roughly analogous to a fair lending review: numerical outliers that cannot be explained away 
by other factors may result in a violation of law. For that reason, lenders should pay careful attention to their portfolios’ performance 
over time and adjust their ATR models accordingly. 

Conclusion
The CFPB expects a lender’s ATR determination to be grounded in reasonable inferences and conclusions in light of information the 
lender is required to obtain or consider. In practice, the CFPB’s expectation requires time-intensive and costly underwriting policies 
and procedures that are not consistent with the current culture and approach of the payday, title loan, and installment loan business 
models. Those business models, which are predicated on simplicity and borrower convenience, are unlikely to be viable under the Rule 
in their current structures. As mentioned above, the Rule offers lenders the option of some alternatives to conducting an ATR analysis. 
We will publish additional articles analyzing those alternatives, and the Rule’s other requirements, in the coming weeks. 
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